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C O N T A C T

As ceiling heights rise, it's only fitting that door 

hardware adjusts accordingly. This was the inspiration 

behind the Grandeur Tall Plate collection. The longer 

plates look more proportionate on taller doors,  

creating an even more elegant look.

Emma Kane, Marketing Director for Grandeur Hardware

Introducing Tall Plates From Grandeur Hardware
(Denver, CO) Give your doors an elegant makeover with the 
beautiful new Tall Plate collection from Grandeur Hardware. 
These elongated plates are well-suited for taller doors, creating 
a harmonious balance of scale and proportion that offers a 
distinct impression of luxurious taste. Ideal for both vintage and 
new-construction homes, the classic look of this collection brings 
style to interior and exterior doors and is the perfect complement 
for spaces with high ceilings and oversized doors measuring  
84 inches and higher.

Grandeur Hardware is known for their extraordinary craftsmanship, 
and the Tall Plate collection is no exception. Forged from solid 
brass, the added weight of the plate not only feels substantial 
to the touch but actually provides exceptional strength and 
durability. As with all of the Grandeur Hardware collections, the 
finish of the hardware is paramount. No detail is overlooked in 
the meticulous process that ensures a flawless finish for every 
door plate and handle, all free of defects, pits or imperfections. 
Tall Plates are available in a captivating selection of eight designer 
finishes, including Antique Pewter, Satin Nickel, Timeless Bronze, 
Bright Chrome, Lifetime Brass, Polished Brass, Polished Nickel and 
Vintage Brass.

Thanks to thoughtful planning, the installation process for the 
Tall Plate collection is surprisingly simple. Each plate comes with a 
plastic template that adheres to the door to help locate and drill 
two ¼-inch mounting holes. All mounting hardware is included, and 
Grandeur completes the purchase by packaging the product in a 
glossy presentation box, complete with microfiber polishing cloth.

The Tall Plates are offered in the following collections:

ARC: 
The juxtaposition of graceful curves and a waterfall edge create 
an elongated look that brings an artistic grace to your door. 

CARRÈ: 
This refreshingly uncomplicated design brings a touch of glamour 
without compromising versatility.

FIFTH AVENUE: 
Clean, crisp lines enhance the look of your door with a timeless 
design that will suit any home décor. 

Fifth Avenue Tall Plate  
with Baguette Clear Knob 

in Vintage Brass
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ABOUT GRANDEUR HARDWARE
Grandeur Hardware was created 12 years ago from our deep desire to offer the finest traditional and vintage hardware in North America. In 
July of 2016, Grandeur Hardware went through a rebranding effort to highlight the luxurious, transitional door hardware. These products 
are not only made with the best materials and craftsmanship, they also have the best warranty and customer support. You can be certain 
that your entire ownership experience with Grandeur will be unparalleled. And, that’s what we call, “Luxury for Life”. The current Grandeur 
door hardware collection includes 10 transitional collections as well as interior sets, entry sets, deadbolts and combo packs. For more 
information, visit: www.GrandeurHardware.com

Tall Plate Popular Combinations

Fifth Avenue Tall Plate
with Eden Prairie Knob

in Timeless Bronze

Arc Tall Plate
with Georgetown Lever

in Vintage Brass

Arc Tall Plate
with Circulaire Knob
in Timeless Bronze

Arc Tall Plate
with Newport Lever

Polished Brass

Carré Tall Plate
with Georgetown Lever

in Timeless Bronze

Carré Tall Plate
with Portofino Lever

in Polished Brass

Fifth Avenue Tall Plate
with Bellagio Lever

in Vintage Brass

Fifth Avenue Tall Plate
with Chambord Crystal Knob

in Satin Nickel

For more combinations, visit www.GrandeurHardware.com and use the  
HARDWARE DESIGNER to pair the Tall Plates with any knob and finish.

Fifth Avenue Tall Plate
with Baguette Amber Knob

in Lifetime Brass

Fifth Avenue Tall Plate
with Fifth Avenue Knob

in Antique Pewter

Arc Tall Plate
with Burgundy Crystal Knob

in Polished Nickel

Arc Tall Plate
with Grande Victorian Knob

in Antique Pewter

Carré Tall Plate
with Hyde Park Knob

in Polished Nickel

Carré Tall Plate
with Baguette Clear Knob 

in Polished Nickel

Carré Tall Plate
with Bellagio Lever
in Polished Nickel


